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SELF:CONCEPT, OTHER-CONCEPT,'
AND ATTAINED SEOONDjANGUAGE PROFICIENCY.

John W. 011en, Jr.
Southern Illinois University

U S DEPARTMENT OF NE: W.
EDUCATION INELFAIIP
NATIONAL INSTITUTE

EDUCATION

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN ,R0-DUCED EXACTLY A$ RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION OR IGIN-
.:.ToNG IT POTNTS OF VIEW OR OPINI0NS
STATED DO NOT NreccsAoLy
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATON POSITION OR POLIO,

Perhaps it is not inappropriate for a brief paper on the role of
attitudes ig second language acqLisition to begin with a ew words, on
attitudes toward research. There is probably no topic-in sociolinguistics
that is more elusive, abstract, and subjective in nature than the topic of
attitudes and their effett on learning a second language. Therefore, it
is important that the methods Of investigation applied to such a subject
be as sharp, impartial, and systematic as is possible.

Some years ago, John R. Platt offered the startling observation that
not all science is equal, that "certain systematic methods of scientific
thinking may produce much more rapid progress than others" (1964, p. 347).
He exgued that the astounding progress in some fields as compared to the
lack of it An others iias attributable not to the "tractability of the-
subject" nor to the "size of the research grants" nor yet to the "quality"
of the people doing the work, but rather to a difference of intellLctual
approach. He referred to "the discoveries" that regularly "leap from the
headlines" in fields like "molecular biology and high-energy physics"-while
there are "other areas of science that are sick by comparison because they
have forgotten the necessity for alternative hypotheses and disproof"
(p. 350).

.Platt urged a return to the fundamentals of "the simple and old-
fashioned method of inductive inference that goes back at least to Francis
Bacon" (p. 347). Platt was speaking of a beefed up version of the method
for which he proposed the term "strong inference". It differs from the
Baconian approach only in the inclusion of multiple working hypotheses
(as advocated by T. C. Chamberlin as early as 1897) anein its systematic
regular recycling through the well known steps of (1) formulating clear
alternative hypotheses, (2) devising crucial experiments to eliminate.
some of them, and (3) carrying Qut the experiments. By adding step (4),
namely, recycling the procedure with subsequent hypotheses 'to refine the
possibilities 'that remain" (p. 347), Platt argued that the researcher
almost guarantees a spiraling process of growth from theory to data to
theory to data with greater explanatory power achieved in every cycle.-

It is commonly believed thatthe-subject matter of the social sciences
is such that the method Platt was advocating is less applicable there than,
in the so-called hard sciences. Yet the criticisms he offered of some of
the work in the hard sciences would be just as.appropriate far some of the
research in applied linguistics, sociolinguistics, and attitude research.
Consider "The Frrzen Method. The Eternal Surveyor. ?The Never Finished.
The Great Man with a Single Hypothesis. The Little Club of Dependents.
The Vendetta. The All Encompassing Theory. Which Can Never Be Falsified"
(p. 350). Is there not a familiar ring here? S,rely such criticisms
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as applicable to linguistics and other social sciences as they are to
fields like chemistry which happened to be the one that Platt. Was_address-
ing.- Ha tAid, "Wa Ara all sinnars, ind. in every field. . we-ne.ed
to try to formulate multiple alternative hypotheses sharp enough to te
capable of disproof" (p. 351).

Platt observed further that "dispr.)of is a hard doctrine. If you have
a hypothesis and I have another hypothesis, evidently one of them must be
eliminated. The scientist seems to 'have no choice but to be either soft-
headed or disPutatious. Perhaps this is why so many tend to resist the
strong analytical approach--and why some great scientists are so disputa-

a tious" (p. 350).

There does not seem to be any reason to expect the Eternal Surveyor
method of sociolinguistics, or the Great Man with a Single Hypothesis, or
the Ruling Theory approach to be any more successful in the social sciences

-. than it.has been in the hard sciences. Is,.there any reason to expect the
method of strong inference_not to afford an improvement in research in our

jown little correr of the social sciences? Can it be any-less effective,.
.

than the Eternal Surveyor or the Ruling Theory which have, sad to say, been
so characteristic of much of the work in our area? (And Isay "our", for
I too am numbered among the sinners doing research in applied linguistics
and more recently in sociolinguistics nd attitudes.)

It seems that now is a good time to at least try to apply the method
of strong inference to some of the perplexing questions of sociolinguistics--
in this case, to the questions about the sort'of relationship that may exist
between attitude variableS- and the learning of a second.or foreign language.
First we might ask what plausible hypotheses can be (or have been). posited
about ttenature of the possible relationship? Second, what evidence exists
or could be acquired experimentally which be used to'exclude (disprove)
some of.the plausible.alternative hypothses? And third, what avenues of
investigation may be expected to clarify some of the remaining possibilitieS?

In 1949, W. R. Jbnes published a Pioneering study on the topic of
attitudes- toward learning a second language and a year later he4reported

_ results showing a positive, though not strong correlation between measures
of attitude and ,ittainment in Welsh studied as a' secondlanguage. One of
his conclusions was that attitudes_tended to become less positive as the
.studeniS progressed farther in their study, and another was that the
strehgth of the correlation between attitude and, attainment tended to
increase. Interestingly; R. C. Gardner (1974) advanced a somewhat differ-
ent view: " . . , in-the initial phases of second language learning,
motivational variables are relatively more important than are language
aptitude and lAtelligence. As the student becomes more proficient,
aptitude and intelligence take on greater :signifitance" (quoted from

. Abstract 105 in Desrochers, Smythe, and Gardner, 1975). Although Gardner
.

refers to additional variables and their relative importance, it is
possible to distill mUtually contradictory hypotheses from his.statement
and from Jones' conclusions: to wit .(H1) the strength of the relation-

': ship between'attitudes and achievement Acreas.es with increments of time
versus (H2) the relacionship becomes weaker under the same conditions:
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Another possibility is. (H3) that the relationship tends toxemain unchanged, .
However, to focus attention on such questions leaves a fundamental question
unanswerod, namely, whether the relationshtp is strong enough in the first
place to merit such attention.

Ione is interested'in explaining the variance in language acquisition,.
. the crucial question becoMes how much of that variability is contributed by
attitude variables, and how much is contributed by other variables. In a

paper in 1969,'Spolsky suggested that among the.factors believed to contrib-
ute to variance in second llnguage learning were "method, age, aptitude, and
attitude" (P. 404). This suggestion hints at the hub of the question, yet
most of-the research, seems to be directed at the periphery. There are
other factors besides the ones Spolsky mentions that might be expected to
affect the rate and ultimate leveling off point of foreign or second
language learning, but little research has beendirected at determining
the relative strengths of the contributions of &List the four factors he
-suggests. Another important factor may be the ti.pe of learninj_context in

. which the language learning takes place. Given the availability of the
right sorts of experiences outside. of the,classroom, iimay make little

4difference what the second language teaching methods allt, or what the age
of the learners is, or their aptitude. Yet such questions Can hardly be

.
posed in a menafingfuq way Until reearch-is directed toWerd'the relative
strength of the cbntribution b.f a variety of factors to second language
learning.

- .

. .

It-is true that Gardner, Smythe, Clement, and Glik:Sman (1976) have
argued that the strength of the relationship' between attitude variables
and attained language proficiency is at least as great as the relationship
between aptitude and attained proficieney. In commenting on a number of
studies, they say that "the various studies differed with respect to_the
nature and number of variables investigated, but the conclusion warranted
from all the studies was that motivational variables were related to
,Second language achievement, and where such comparisons were possible,
Ahat the motivational variables were,as highly related to setond-language
achievement as we're the indices of language aptitude" (p. 199). In

another context, Gardner (1975) mentions the fact that several studies
have:shown "that measures of motivation and attitudes toward the second
langUage community (in that order) account for more.of'the variance in
continuing versus dropping.the oourse thah does language=aptitude"
.(Gardner, 1975, p..-_24).

All of this suggests the hypothesis (1-14) that the relationship
bt .een attitude variables and'variance in second language learning is

qu sfrong--We might expect: that the variance in language learning which
could be accounted for by attitude.variables might be above say, 25%.
Another poSsible alternative.is (H5) that the variance which can be
axplained by measures of attitude variables might be Much less, say,
below-10%. And yet another:plausible alternative is that the amount of
predictable variance in language acquisition_attributable to attitude
variables might vdry with the learning conteait. For :instance, consider

(H6) that the relationship may be substantially str,nher in contexts
where many opportunities- to Communicate with the targei. language group
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are available, and substantially weaker An contexts where a rela-t,vely
'artificial classroom eXperience is all that is available (cf. Gardner,
1975, p.-30).

But we are get'..ing ahead of'OurselveS:_let us return-to a further
consideration of the evidence that already exists cOncerning the .strengtN
of the relationship. Supposedly it is about thesame.as in the relation-
ship between aptitude and attainment.

In 1967, John B. Carroll-rePorted some of the-results on a large and
-extensive study entitled "ForeignIanguage proficiency levels attained by
language majors near graduation from college.". Amon/the variables
investigated were scores on the Modern Language-Aptitude Test (Carroll and
'sapon,.1958). This-May well be the widestpsed and most imitated language
aptitude test in-existence. Of the 2,172 sbjects on whom appropriate
scores were available, 1,039 were graduating majors in French, 289 in
German, 80 in Russian, and 764 in Spanish. The- numbers certainly ought
to be sufficient to give a fair indication of the strength of.the relation-
ship,between aptitude and attained proficiency even in the case of the

; relatively small group of Russian students.

Although a variety of language proficiency measures were used, only
cori-elations of the three available,aptitude_subtest_stores with_the MLA
Listening scores are rePorted. The'results are interpreted.by Carroll aS
showing that "language aptitude ii significantly associated with success
in foreign language study," but he goes on to say that "the association is
not very strong" (p. 139). In act, an inspection of the only reported
data in'Table-8 (Carroll; 1967, p. 149) reveals that in exactly half of
the cases, the relationship is not even significant:(p .05), and in none.
of the significant cases does the reported beta coefficient (i.e.-simple
correlation) exceed .17. This can be interpreted roughly as meaning that
no single subtest on the MLAT (short form) accounted for as much as,3% of
the variance in the Listening proficiency scores. .Perhaps the correlations
with other proficiency measures might have been higher,-but.though other.
matrices were apparently computed (Carroll refers to the results in Table
8 as "typical"), they are not reported. Thus, if attitude variables usually
account for about as much variance in language proficienCy as do .reputable

A
measures of aptitude; they, account for very.little variance at all. All,

of this:evidence would have to be taken as favoring H5 stated above, and
there is'more data supporting.that hypothesis:-

In an extensive and.it.would appear very thorough review of research.
with attitude and motivation measures of various'sorts, Gardner-(1975)
-Summarizes relationships observed between two measures of language
proficiency :(one &French Vocabulary test, and the other a rree Speech
sampling technique) and 17 other measures including three aptitude scores,
and 14 attitude variables. The-reported correlations were computed
averages from no leSs than 21 samples of data_ with an average number of
90 sdbjects (hence, none of the reported figures should have.been derived
from lesS than 1,890 cases). Of the six average correlations between
aptitude subtests (Spelling Clues, Words in Sentences, and Paired.Associates)
and the wo proficiency meaSures, the highest was .25 thus accounting for
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less than b.: of the vriance in the language proficiency measure, and of the
28 correlations between attitude variables and the language Ribficiency
criteria, the.highest was .29 which accounts for about 9% of the variance
on the.danguage proficiency measure in question. All of this evidence too
would tend to suppor,-. 1-15 rather than 1-14 stated above.

ThiS is not intended categorically to mean that-the relationship
between attitude variables and attained language proficiency must be weak,
but it is to say that the alternative that it may well be weak has not
been excluded.... The alternative that it is always strong has been excluded
many times, juit as the alternative that the relation betweea-aptitude and
attained proficiency is strong has been'excluded several times with.large
samples of data. There are-many remaining possitilities, however,-and one-
of- the interesting'ones is that the measuring-sticks could be improved both:
for assessing attitude variubles and forassessing language proficiency.
It is yc:t possible that Lambert's belief that'"bellefs about foreign
peoples and about one's own ethnicity are powerful.factors in the learning
of another group's language and in the maintenance of one's own language"
0974, p. 8) is correct. The trouble is that a number of competing
alternatives have not.yet been ruled out. What is more disturbing is that
the hypothesis that the relationship must be a strong one has now been
ruled out many times. Ft may,.nonetheless,' be significant and it- may be
considerably stronger in some situations than in others. It is to these
latter possibilities that we now turn our adention.

Gardner (1975) says that "teachers often-state that'the outgoing,
,ftriendly, and talkative.student is the more sucCessful second language
learner (cf. Valette, 1964), but few empirical'studies -have attempted to
validate this claim" (p. 18). Following this line of thought, we might
predict that (H7) thvmore a learner is self-confident, extroverted,
friendly, and willing to take the social risks,chvolved in_conversing
with speakers cf a target language the more rapid will be, his progreas
and the higher will be his ultimate level of attainment of proficiency in
that language. This hypothesis presupposes that tbere 4 a causal rela-
tion between attitudes toward self and members of the target language and
the attainment of proficiency In a,target language.

As Nancy Bachman pointed outat a recent meeting of'researchers at
the 1.SOL Convention in New-York,- March 1976, it is:often assumed tnat.
(H8) the direction of Caulsation is'fr6 attitudes to learning and achieve-

.

ment, but it is certainly plausible that (H9) high levels of attainment or,
rapid rates of learning may-cause positive attitudes whereas.1Qw
and slow rates might cause negative attitudes. Another possibillv
that (1-110) the direction of causation.(if in fact One exists) 15:*oth from
attitudes to attainment; and-the reverse (cf. Burstall;-,Jamiest,'r, Cohen
and Hargreaves, 1974).

In a recent, yet unpOlished paper, ardner and Smythe 11,916) support
. a version of 1-18.. They contend that.attitude variables are among the.
'factors that contribute to motivation to learn which is among the factc
that.eventually Produce 'attainment in the language. They clOm that t'.'Ic!
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relationship must be quite'indirect. One source_of evidence is the apparent
weakness of the relationship between attitudes and attained profitiency as'
demonstrated in many 'previous stUdies, They dc not mention this but-they
-do show that litPe variance overlap between attitude measures and-various
other criteria (including proficiency in the target language) remains once
the motivation variance is partialed out. However, H9 and H10 cannot yet

.be ruled out.

If we assume that a significant causal relationship exists, then one
of the obvious factors that would have to be taken into account in testing
H7 (that willingness to take sooial risks is positively correlated with
attained levels of profidiency) would be the result obtained in any study
"of H6 (that the relatioliship will be stronger in contexts where there are
more.opportunities to communicate). The combined results of four studies
recently completed at the University of New Mexico with two different
populations of foreign language learners and two different populations
of second language learners support H6 and simultaneously rule out the
alternatives that (H11) the relationship will be the same in foreign and
second language learning contexts, and (H12) the contrast will reveal a
stronger relationship in foreign language 'contexts.

It is ;Apparently the case that the correlation between attitude
variables and-attained proficiency tends to be stronger when the learners
are , ..portunittstotonmUntt
-wi th speakers of the target language is greater. For-instance, 011er,
Hudson, and Press) fOund a-cOrrelation of .52.between an.attitude
factor defined chiefly in terms of the traits "helpful, sincere, kind,'
reasonable, and friendly" referenced against Americans, and scores on an
ESL proficiency test. The subjects were Chinese nation ls studying for
advanced degrees in Albuquerque or El Paso. For another population, a
group of Mexican AmeriCan women studying id a Job Corps school in.Albaquer-
que, 011er, Baca, and Vigil (in press) found a correlation 0f, .49 between
an attitude factor defined mainly in terms of the traits "ca.1M, cOnserva-
tive, religious, shy, humble, and sincere" referenced. against Mexicans,
and scores on an ESC proficiency test. Hence, for.these two groups of-
learners of English as a second language, no less than 24% of the Variance
in. the criterion measure could be predicted:on the basisof an attitude
variable in each case. '14owever,-in two studies of different.populations
pf JapaneSe sUbjects Studying English.as foreign language in Japan
(Chihara and011er,'in press, and Asakawa and 011er, in.press) the maximum
amount of/Variance predicted in the EFL proficiency (xiterion by any, of
the attitude factors was.less that 8%.

Another interesting possibility tha as been much discussed in the
literature is that different kinds of mo ations to learn a target language-

., may produce different.rates and ultimate Tevels of proficiency. In.:,numerous
publications and at many professional meetingsit has been claimed tbat (H13)

,an integrative orientation will produce more efficient learning and a higher
/7 level of attainment than an instrumental otientation. The terms are ,

familiar enoUgh, but.their definitions have soMetiMes been altered to fit
the exigencies af a particular sociolinguistic contextl.' Generally though,

dn.
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an integrative orientation can he taken to mean "a high level:of drive on .

the-part of the individual to acquire the law:wage .of a valued second-
lanouage community in order to fAr.filitate rommuni.cation-with.thAt grmin"
(Gardner, et-al, 1976, p. 199). An instrumental orientation on the ot6r
hand can usually be construed.as a desire to acquire someone else's
language system in order to uSe that language to achieve other goalS such
as material advantages,_a better job, or a better education.

Unfortunately, the case for the superiority of an integrative
nr:entation over an instrumental one is not opan and shut. A Study by
Lukmani (1972) showed-that an instrumental orientation was as strongly
correlated with achievement in English for Marathi-Speaking high school
students az was an integrative orientation. -Mordover,Jn Gardner's own
extensive research summarized 4n his 1.975review article, he notes, "ratings
of integrativeness tend to'correlete.more highly with achieyement than do
ratings of instrumentality (. . . ), though the differences in correlation
often are not 3ignificant" (p. 27). pne is inclined to seek a refinement
,of H13 that will produce a. better fit with-the observed data..

!

The difficulties f interpreting correlatfons.between instrumental
and integrative motives for studying a.second or foreNn language are even- '
more serious. The typical method-of assessing a subject's orientation
toward the target language or the target language culture has been to-ask
certain- fairly straightforward quest-ionsconcerning ra6SOns ft-Is-studying
the target language; or the importance (to the reSpondent) of possible
reasons for travel to a country where tbelanguage'is spoken. One of the
problems is that subjects may tend 'answer such questions in terms of
what they think the question writer wants to hear, or what Se'lems to be a
socially acceptable response (e.g., one that makes the respOndent appear
acceptable by some definition). Another -Iwell-known difficulty is-that the
same nuastion may mean different things to different people, or worse yet7'
different things.to the same person depending on what happens to be Jiis'
mind at tne moment_ For instance, as-Gardner (1975) poriits out, "travel
abroad" may be,eitber an integrative or instrumental motive depengling on
its -interpretation in given study. This, however, is true notonly for
some cases, but is generally true even for the reasons that are often used
as examples to illustrate one or the other orientation type.. Although
"being an educated parson" is ften usedto exemplify an instrumental
motive, it could be an Integrative motive-if the learner perceived valued
models of-the target language-culture as:typically 'bequcated persons" and
wanted.to.be likethem.. A reason that is typically interpreted by.
researchers-as integrative may in fact be instrumental toa particular .

group orsubjects. For instance, "in order to live in the cOuntry where .

the language is spoken" could be instrumental if-you happen to be.a homeless.
refugee seeking a place_of-shelter, or if you feel-the political situation
is sufficiently unstable in the country of your native language.

Furthermore, in several recent studies, factors that are defined as
either integrative or instrumental orientations or perhaps both may either ,

fail to correlate at all 'with a proficiency criterion, or worse yet for the,-
prevailing theoretical positions, they correlate negatively when the theiries

8
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predict positiye relationships. 011er, Hudson, and Liu (in press)' found--that a factor defined principally as a.desire to staypprmanently in the
, United States (on the part of Chinese speaking graduate students in

Albuquerque and El Paso) was n2gatiVely correlated with attained proficiencyin ESL. Chihara and 011er (in presS) found that a general travel motive
, factor, and a factor defined principally by a desire to travel to an English

speaking:country, were bothjlegatively
correlated with attained EFL profi-

ciency for a population of.Japanese adults. Asakawa and 011er (in press),found no significant correlations for factors distilled from direct_
quesstions concerning reasons for EFL- study and .possible reasons fOr travel
to the.United States for a population Japanese high school_students. And,
finallyi.011er, Baca, and Vigil (in press) i'oUnd.a significant negatiVe-correlation between an instrumental Attitucie factor and an ESL proficiency
criterion.for a group of Mexican Amexicans.in Albuquerque. None of the
other, six factors distilled from a s-eries.of direct questions correlated
significantly-with the proficiency criterion at all.

.Promiting avenues'of further study include focusing serious attention°- on the reliability andjalidity of the instrurAnts used to acquire attitude.
information (cf. Gardner,.Ginsberg,'and Smythe, 1976)', and on the measures
of language 'proficiency. It seems possible that in spite_of the fact that
,many studies have failed to reveal a very strong relationship between,
attitude variables and attained language proficiency that under certain
conditions the relationshfp may in fact-be quite 'Strong (say above a 25%
overlap in variance). -Clearly the investigation olf attitudes and proficientyneeds to-be done'concurrently with stuay of other potential variables con=.tributing to variance in attained language proficiency. jt seems.safe to
say that the area is still wide open to enterprisin resnrchers and that
the best explanatory theories have yet to be invent.'J It also seems likely
that our rate of progress in all of this work ill be l'aster if we dili-
gently empToy the method of "strong inference' and systematically work our
way forward by clearly 'stating the plausible alternatives, disproving someof them by cruOal tests, and always continuing to refine the remaining
possibilities.6
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NOTES

1,
ihe system of numbering hypotheses is used merely forthe sake 6-f

convenience. It is not intended to establish priorities, nor, can they be
inferred from it.

2
I want tn sincerely thank Robert C. Gardner and Wallace E. Lambert

for providing much of the manuscript material that is referred to in the
text. G. Richard Tucker also supplied helpful references. I also want to
thank the Department of Linguistics and'Center bor English as a Second
Language at Southern Illinois-University for the research and teaching
grant.which made possible the completion of this paper and some of the
collaborative research which is refdrred-to in it.

The author is on a leave of absence from his regular appointment4.
with the Department of Linguistics at the University of New Mexico.
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